TARRAB 40 ANNIVERSARY
SPECIFICATIONS
SIZES & CAPACITIES
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UNDER GALLEY/DINING AREA:
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L.O.A.
42' 4"
Lenght water line
32' 2"
Maximum beam
13' 1"
Approx. fuel capacity
210 gal
Approx.fresh water capacity
50 gal
Recommended engines: Twin marine diesel engines 300
HP stern drives

4-2

12 V DC 2000 GPH bilge pump, with automatic starting
floating switch with permanent supply with breaker from
service battery and manual switch.
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GENERAL

1-1

The TARRAB 40 ANNIVERSARY is build with only two
pieces, hull, and superstructure/deck, wich are assembled
and laminated together. For additional strength, there is a
patterned distribution of stringers, beams and bulkheads to
ensure the optimum structural tenacity.
The hull is designed with a deep "V" entry forward which
gradually reduces to the transom for stability as well as lift
for efficient planing operation. A hard chine as well as a
deflector are also employed to further enhance seakeeping
qualities.
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LAMINATION
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Keel and chain plates have double crossbed lamination.
The superstructure/deck is constructed with a molded
system of hollow fiberglass stringers, inserted between the
different layers of lamination.
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GALLEY/DINING AREA
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Oval dining table with semioval upholstered bench.
Port ligts at both sides port and starboard.
Sliding door and steps to the helmsman area.
High gloss hard bird's eye maple and burl combination
doors to staterooms and bathroom.
High gloss hard bird's eye maple wall covering.
Teak & holy sole.
Upholstered headliner.
Refrigerator.
Two burner electric cocktop.
Microwave oven.
Storage cabinets with marble counter top, stainless steel
sink and faucets.
Shelve on top of bench.
Electrical panel at port side, with 220 volt AC circuit
breakers, 12 volt DC circuit breakers, DC and AC amp and
volt meters, selector switch to select shore or generator
power (generator not supplied).
12 V DC ceiling light fixtures with switch.
220 V AC outlet.
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UNDER GALLEY/DINING AREA:
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Sinks, showers and A/C condensing (A/C not supplied)
sewage tank at bilge, with pump with automatic starting
floating switch, and manual switch.
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MAIN BOW STATEROOM:
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Double berth with polyfoam mattress.
Two hanging closets with brass hanging bars, one at each
side, port and starboard.
Bomar hatch at ceiling.
Carpeted floor.
High gloss hard bird's eye maple wall covering.
Upholstered headliner.
12 V DC ceiling light fixtures with switch.
220 V AC outlet.
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GUEST STATEROOM:
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Double berth with polyfoam mattress.
Hanging closet with brass hanging bar, on starboard side.
Carpeted floor.
High gloss hard bird's eye maple wall covering.
Upholstered headliner.
12 V DC ceiling light fixtures with switch.
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BATHROOM:
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Lacquer vanity with natural marble counter top with china
bowl sink, storage space under with shelve and faucets.
12 V DC automatic toilet.
Separate shower with tempered glass door.
Decorators fixtures.
Customized mirror on top of vanity.
Natural marble floor.
Laminated covered walls.
Safety mirror headlining.
12 V DC ceiling light fixtures with switch.
220 V AC outlet.
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ENGINE ROOM:
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Fuel tanks with isolation valves.
Service battery.
12 V fully automatic battery charger.
Freshwater pressure system with 12 V DC pump.
10 gallon 220 V AC waterheater.
12 V DC 2000 GPH bilge pump, with automatic starting
floating switch with permanent supply with breaker from
service battery and manual switch.
Sides, bulkheads and headliner covered with marine noise
insulation.
12 V DC ceiling light fixtures with switch.
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HELMSMAN AREA
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Control console with all necessary switches.
Upholstered helmsman seat on starboard and seat on port.
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HELMSMAN AREA (Cont.)
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SWIM PLATFORM: (Cont.)
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Stainless steel Helm wheel.
Fiberglass reinforced plastic radar arch.
Bimini top from windshield to radar arch.
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OPEN LOUNGE AREA
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Two "L" shaped seats with vinyl cushions and one table on
starboard side.
Stainless steel handrails.
Non-skid floor.
Door to swim platform on port side.
Cleats at both sides port and starboard.
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SS Phone and TV shore inlet.
12 V DC set of terminals from service battery for cranking
the jet sky.
Stern staff and flag.
Cleats at both sides port and starboard.
Fuel deck plates fills.
Water deck plate fill.
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MISCELLANEOUS:
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BOW DECK:
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Complete polyurethane paint of hull and superstructure.
Stainless steel/aluminum rub rail all around.
12 V DC Navigation and anchor lights.
Seacocks on all underwater through hull fittings.
Vent-loops valves on all discharges overboard near or
below water line.
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IMPORTANT NOTICES:
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Danforth type galvanized anchor, chain locker, 100'
galvanized chain.
Pulpit with anchor chain roller.
12 V DC windlass with switch at helmsman console.
Stainless steel handrails.
Bow pennant..
Bollards at both sides port and starboard at bow and
middle ship.
Non-skid floor.
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SWIM PLATFORM:
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Molded with hull in full beam at stern.
Non-skid floor.
SS 220 V AC, 50 amp electrical shorepower inlet.
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Photos and drawings could show optional equipment.
Make and models of different equipment subject to
availability and may change for similar in quality and
performance.
In our continuing effort to update and improve our product,
Tarrab Yachts reserves the right to make changes to these
specifications at any time without notice.
All dimensions and quantities are approximate.
This specifications are valid only when are signed by both
parts and attached to a purchase contract.

